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AN ACT
DETERRING AND PUNISHING THE ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION 
OF CRIMINAL STREET GANGS, RECRUITMENT OF INDIVIDUALS TO 
PARTICIPATE IN THE COMMISSION OF GANG CRIMES AND FOR OTHER 
PURPOSES

EXPLANATORY NOTE

Under the inlierent police power of the State, it has the authority to define 
and punish crimes and to lay down the rules of criminal procedure. States, as part of 
their police power, have a large measure of discretion in creating and defining 
criminal offenses.

Statistics would show that over the years, there has been an increase in 
victims of "Akyat Bahay", "Budol-budol", "Laglag Barya", "Ipit Taxi" and "Dugo- 
dugo" and other crimes committed wherein its malefactors act in an organized and 
concerted marmer to ensure successful consummation of their intended act. While 
apparently being isolated crimes, the truth thereof is that the same is being 
consummated by organized crime groups, albeit some are merely small scale 
organizations.

In 2006, Republic Act 9344, otherwise known as the "Juvenile Justice and 
Welfare Act of 2006", took effect. While the same is a good statute aimed at the 
reformation and protection of children at risk, or children in conflict with the law 
and obviously inspired by the positivist theories of criminal law, organized criminal 
groups have taken advantage of tlie law by employing misguided minors in 
executing their unlawful designs.

It is thus intended that tlirough the passage of this Bill, it will effectively 
define and punish acts connected with the operation, recruitment of members, of 
street gangs which has been difficult to prosecute in the past by reason of the 
absence of punitive law declaring the same unlawful, thereby protecting the










